
Protecting the Cradle of Marine Life
Tubbataha Reefs Natural Park

with the New Tubbataha Ranger Station

Harnessing Renewable Energy

Photovoltaic Panels

Technology to utilize the power of the Earth

Micro Wind Turbine

Rain Water Collection

Planters

Even as the existing station is completely reliant on solar energy 
for power generation, this new design will carry even more pan-
els with greatly improved efficiency to meet the new demands 
of better equipment and expanded capability. The new station is 
designed to exceed current energy needs to allow for future ex-
pansion and flexibility.

While solar power provides the backbone of energy generation, 
new technology such as small-footprint micro wind turbines sup-
ply auxilliary power used both as a backup system and as a pri-
mary source when wind is in abundance specially during night 
time when the sun is absent.

Fresh water is a critical resource often in short supply in the 
current station. The wide footprint of the station acts as a large 
water catchment mechanism funneling rain water into cisterns 
underneath the structure for use during dry periods.

With fish being the only abundant source of food in the reef, 
the rangers are currently limited in alternative food supply. The 
provision of integrated planter systems will allow the rangers to 
grow vegetables to supplement their diet.

How you can help
Account Name: 

Name of Bank: Bank of Philippine Islands
Branch: Kalayaan Branch
Account Number: 1993-0531-94

KABANG KALIKASAN NG PILIPINAS 
FOUNDATION, INC.

You may send donations to:
If you need more information contact:
dmelgazo@wwf.org.ph or log on to wwf.org.ph

You may call WWF at +63 2 822 2568 for inquiries.



Safeguarding Our Food Factory
Protecting the Tubbataha Reefs means safeguarding our national heritage and securing food 
sources for future generations. The current Ranger Station, which has served the country for 
over a decade, needs to be upgraded to allow Park Rangers to handle mounting threats like 
climate change impacts, poaching, illegal fishing expeditions, and grounding incidents.

Designed by WWF-Philippines consultant Dylan James Melgazo, an architect who spent three 
weeks in Tubbataha Reefs assessing the condition of the existing station in 2012, and a team 
of architects from EASt Studio composed of Kim Pullante, Dean Ramos, Don Sebastian and 
Marc Virtucio, the new Ranger Station has three main structures: a Command Center in the 
middle, a Research Building, and a Transport Structure.

The Command Center features the rangers’ quarters, a visitor center, a mini-museum and 
library, plus an integrated garden that the rangers can use to grow vegetables.

The Research Building will house up to eight marine biologists, who have always been con-
fined to short research trips due to the weather and Tubbataha’s remoteness.

The Transport Structure, meanwhile, will include a helipad, an observation deck, and auxilli-
ary fuel storage area.
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The Tubbataha Reefs Natural Park is a 97,030-hectare 
Marine Protected Area located at the Central Sulu Sea. 
It is located 150 kilometers south-east of Puerto Princ-
esa City in Palawan, the westernmost Philippine prov-
ince.
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Designed to be space efficient and 
compact, the station’s hexagonal 
footprint allows for a centralized 
functionality, easing access and 
monitoring. Utilities are easier to 
maintain and service.

Tubbataha Reefs Natural Park lies at 
the heart of the Coral Triangle, the geo-
graphic centre of world marine biodiver-
sity.  Although the Coral Triangle covers 
just two percent of our planet’s oceans, it 
contains at least 40 percent of the world’s 
fish and 75 percent of corals.  Studies 
show that reefs in this region are com-
paratively resilient to climate change.  
Tubbataha’s position at the centre of the 
Coral Triangle means it has a key role to 
play in marine biodiversity conservation 
and, ultimately, in keeping our oceans 
alive.

Tubbataha is a strictly ‘no-take’ zone 
and is the largest marine protected area 
(MPA) in the Philippines.

PROTECTING THE 
PHILIPPINE REEFS
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